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Think tanks1 in Serbia are still in swaddling clothes, carrying out their activities in an underdeveloped policy-making environment. Apart from the legal and institutional framework, this environment consists of actors who basically shape the policy-making process. This process implies a partnership among its actors, i.e. decision-makers, interest groups, research community, donors and think tanks. Although the brunt of responsibility in this process lies with the decision-makers, strengthened capacities of all the other actors, their regular communication and mutual trust also contribute to better quality of policies.

Current strategic orientation of Serbian political power holders towards the European Union (EU) provides an opportunity to improve the policy-making process. In the EU accession stage, evidence-based policy review and policy selection allow Serbia to maintain its reform schedule and transpose and apply the EU acquis. Moreover, policies thus designed will guarantee successful functioning within the EU institutional framework once Serbia joins the EU. Hence, the task is to create an enabling environment, i.e. legal and institutional framework, administrative capacities, procedures and cooperation of all actors and stakeholders involved.

The current legal and institutional framework for policy-making is inadequate. The legal framework blurs the difference between formulation and implementation phases of the policy cycle2, i.e. preparation of strategies and use of legal drafting procedures currently prevail in this cycle, although they are merely tools of operationalisation rather than a basis for policy-making (see Picture 1 - Model Policy Cycle). Policies should be defined on the basis of systematic and comprehensive feasibility studies and assessment of financial grounds and impact of
different policy options. Constraints related to the institutional framework include a gap between formal competences and actual influence of institutions within the 'centre of government', as well as overlapping competences of some ministries.

The foregoing policy-making actors in Serbia lack appropriate human and financial resources and know-how required for participation in the process. This not only affects the quality of policies, but also determines the character of mutual relations of policy-making actors. For the purpose of this study, the term 'decision-makers' means: decision-makers in the public administration, i.e. those who have a mandate to make decisions, and political power holders (political parties). The public administration is characterised by a lack of institutional memory due to poor human resources management, underdeveloped system of knowledge transfer and political parties' clientelistic attitude towards the public administration. Given the fact that the decision-making (and policy-making) process has been shifted to political parties and to narrow intragovernmental circles, decision-makers in the public administration are insufficiently motivated to include stakeholders in the policy-making process for purposes other than giving credibility to decisions that have already been made or formally complying with prescribed procedures. With the exception of certain individuals, the research community is (self-)excluded from the process not only due to the manner of decision-making and policy-making, but also due to their own limitations that hinder their functional participation in these processes. Most representatives of the research community actually lack experience in policy-making or skills for drafting policy documents, which is why they are not motivated enough to engage in the process. The involvement of various interest groups (trade unions, business community, professional associations, etc.) is impossible to assess because the practice of cooperation with think tanks is still underdeveloped and also because of lack of data for in-depth analyses. In the absence of well-developed practices, clear and effective procedures and institutionalised forms of cooperation among policy-making actors, the number of donors ready to invest in their capacity-building is negligible.

On the other hand, associations are trying to be involved in evidence-based policy-making. Their interest has lead them to develop their own research and advocacy capacities and prompted the emergence of independent think tanks. However, internal challenges and underdeveloped relations with other actors diminish their input to quality policy-making.

This study’s aim is to contribute to the improvement of the public policy-making practice in Serbia. Think tanks’ capacity-building is an aspect of development of an enabling environment for policy-making in Serbia. Hence, recommendations to think tanks include ways to improve their relationship with the decision-makers, research community, stakeholders and donors alike. Things can change in practice without having to modify the legal and institutional framework if, in short term and medium term, think tanks take a proactive attitude. Although adjustments to the legal and institutional framework are preferable, they are part of long-term comprehensive changes that go beyond the limits of this study.

The first part of the study gives an overview of the current situation of think tanks in Serbia. Its findings indicate a trend, despite some deviations and different practice examples. Associations were analysed for two reasons: a) there is no study concerning the research and advocacy capacities of associations in Serbia; b) the practice of drafting and advocating evidence-based policy proposals is most dynamic among associations, as compared to other forms of research organisations in Serbia (academic, governmental or profit-making scientific and research organisations). The second part of the study analyses relations with other actors in the policy-making process. Findings were obtained by interviewing decision-makers and
representatives of think tanks in Serbia, analysing the content of think tanks’ websites and using secondary data sources.

Think tanks in Serbia – the current situation

For the purpose of this study, ‘think tanks’ refer to associations whose core activities focus on policy research, with a view to highlighting deficiencies in the legal framework and practice, formulating proposals and recommendations, and presenting possible improvements to both decision-makers and the public. Therefore, their key characteristics are the following: they research policies, produce their own ideas and communicate/advocate them to policy-making actors. Few are those think tanks that fully meet these criteria. In most think tanks that were studied, some of the above characteristics are still under development or think tanks have a broader scope of activities or more diverse target groups (e.g. decision-makers are not their only target group, or in addition to research and advocacy, they also have activities which directly target citizens).

There are 26 active think tanks in Serbia. Most of them deal with topics like European integration, foreign and international relations and social policy, while the least of them deal with topics like economics or environmental protection. However, their thematic profile is not thus exhausted because they all focus on cross-sectoral topics.

Think tanks in Serbia are characterised by a frequent production of ideas, but with untapped potential to publicly advocate them. They also lack systems that would allow them to monitor and evaluate their own performance (and assess the impact on policy-making). Financial instability of think tanks due to essential focus on short-term projects is one of major generators of a paradoxical process of investing their limited resources in outsourcing rather than in their own organisational development. For instance, think tanks often employ a small number of researchers (1-3) and subsequently hire external consultants; internal advocacy capacities are untapped although each think tank has its own ‘social capital’; ideas are produced quite intensively, but without systematic monitoring or assessment of their impact on policies. This absence of impact monitoring and assessment may be described as a key characteristic of think tanks in Serbia. Most think tank interviewees confirmed that their internal performance monitoring and evaluation systems were underdeveloped.

The operation of think tanks is insufficiently transparent. Although their results are publicly available, websites of most think tanks do not publish financial statements or annual work reports. In comparison to other Western Balkan countries, Serbian think tanks are the least transparent. According to an interviewee, what is questionable is not public disclosure of financial information, but potential abuse of this information in the current political context, which is plagued by prevalent distrust of some political power holders in civil society organisations (and think tanks). Despite the think tanks’ best intentions, the lack of awareness and understanding, as well as prejudice when it comes to their methods of operation and spending of funds that they have raised, may be detrimental to their image. The most recent example of this is a negative report published in the „Informer” daily newspaper with a list of think tanks and civil society organisations supported by the Open Society Foundation.

Another characteristic of think tanks in Serbia is a lack of strategic orientation in their overall operation. Their goals are project-specific, often in line with donor priorities and expectations, or subject to the current political context. Their ad hoc approach to topics/areas arises from challenges in terms of financial sustainability. Furthermore, think tanks are not identified as organisational entities, so their credibility mainly depends on the integrity of their leaders and their respective relations with policy-making actors. Thus, the quality of
the ideas they produce and recognisability of values they advocate are not put at the forefront.

Insufficient transparency and lack of thematic continuity, coupled with inadequately clear articulation and communication of ideas, values, motivation, goals and interests, are essential reasons for distrust and negative image that prevail not only in the decision-makers' perception of think tanks, but also in think tanks' relationship with other actors, which narrows down significantly their potential to exert influence.

On the other hand, despite the above challenges, think tanks' input to policy-making is indisputable. These organisations have initiated a number of positive changes in the Serbian reform processes over the past two decades (such as gender mainstreaming in the security sector, civil society involvement in the EU accession negotiations, etc.). Nevertheless, the foregoing internal challenges in the current social and political environment have diminished think tanks' potential for increasing their contribution to the policy-making process in Serbia.

The relationship between policy-making actors and think tanks

Policy-making has been reduced to decision-making within the framework of political parties. Political power holders have thereby monopolised political power and destimulated stakeholders (except for some ad hoc individual involvement) from participating in the policy-making process. Keeping aloof from the community of experts and practitioners affects not only the quality of policies, but also mutual confidence building.

The relationship between political parties and think tanks is characterised by the absence of genuine dialogue and is based on prejudice due to the lack of information and knowledge of the evidence-based policy-making process. Political power holders are insufficiently informed about the role of think tanks in the policy-making process, whom they fail to distinguish from other civil society organisations (CSOs). There is a very pronounced perception that CSOs represent someone else's interest, either local or foreign. Consequently, this prejudice applies to think tanks, as well. Some of the interviewed MPs singled out non-partisanship and impartiality as prerequisites of trustworthiness of think tanks' research results. Finally, there is suspicion as to whether think tanks possess adequate resources to participate in the policy-making process.

Since evidence-based policy-making, accompanied by a well-argumented debate among actors and stakeholders in this process, is relatively new in Serbia, a systemic approach and sufficient practice to that effect are still non-existent. Hence, political power holders still lack sufficient knowledge and experience to participate in such a process. As political decision-making takes place outside the institutions, it is quite expected for think tanks to be perceived by political power holders as an unpleasant obligation unless they serve the purpose of giving credibility to decisions that have already been made or formally complying with prescribed procedures. Therefore, one may infer that cooperation between political power holders and think tanks is characterised by necessity and plagued by mutual distrust.

Think tanks receive identical treatment also from decision-makers in the public administration because the decision-making process is de facto extra-institutional. Higher levels of the public administration (namely state secretaries and assistant ministers) are not motivated to involve stakeholders in the policy-making process because they depend on political parties that they are affiliated with or that have supported their appointment. Hence, the need to involve think tanks or awareness of their potential contribution is very low. If the public administration is willing to involve them, then it lacks time and adequate human resources to review the results of research conducted by think tanks for policy-making purposes. On the
other hand, according to interviewees from the public administration, think tanks lack sufficient knowledge of how the public administration system really works in practice.

Think tanks maintain dynamic relations with those MPs who are open to cooperation although party discipline is a factor\(^\text{17}\) that marginalises the work of national parliament. For example, the schedule of operations of parliamentary committees, which are designed to bring together experts and interested MPs, mostly depends on who chairs the committee and is subject to political strength and experience of the MPs involved, as well as to the strength of the civil society in the area concerned and its orientation towards cooperation with parliament.\(^\text{18}\) There are other forms of cooperation with parliament, like the Economic Caucus, Green Chair, attending meetings of the parliamentary committee on EU integration (without the right to vote), etc.

There is cooperation with local decision-makers, but it is underutilised for purposes of enhancing the impact of think tanks, given limited capacities of local policy-making actors. A security think tank, which has developed successful cooperation with local beneficiaries, says that their experience cannot be generalised. Rampant political clientelism of local decision-makers towards political parties hampers greater cooperation with think tanks.

‘Personalised communication’ characterises think tanks’ relationship with decision-makers. Despite formalised channels that are in place for establishing communication and developing cooperation (through participation in various working groups upon invitation, public debates, public hearings, etc.), informal cooperation still prevails and is based on personal contacts between decision-makers and individuals from think tanks. According to an interviewee from the public administration, the Serbian think tank scene is immature, which is why the only criterion for giving relevance to a study produced by a think tank is the reputation of its author. A political party official that was interviewed said that he preferred informal communication. This preference was also confirmed by an interviewed representative of a think tank. The downside of this is its primary focus on personal relations rather than on public interest and good quality of policies, which is something that both sides should actually strive for. Both sides are essentially inert and quiescent in relations inherited from the times of confrontation (in the 1990s), with almost no interest in developing mutual cooperation.

The practice of cooperation with interest groups has not been sufficiently studied. This cooperation is necessary not only to enable think tanks to achieve their own goals (e.g. to increase their advocacy potential or attract prospective donors, etc.), but also to democratise the policy-making process itself. Transparency and overall stakeholder participation in this process will ensure that the public interest is achieved to the benefit of citizens. One can only make assumptions about the actual interest group impact on policy-making (e.g. the impact of Foreign Investors Council, trade unions, etc.), which leaves room for speculation in the public. Established or improved cooperation between think tanks and interest groups to that effect is a positive step because it renders the participation of interest groups much more transparent by making information on their mutual cooperation available to the public. However, the main criterion for such cooperation must be a value imperative (public interest), while transparency of think tank operation must be ensured.

Underdeveloped cooperation also characterises the relationship between the research community and think tanks. The research community lacks skills to develop and advocate policy proposals.\(^\text{19}\) Even though its research capacities exceed those of think tanks, they have not been adequately put to the purpose of policy-making. On the other hand, think tanks do not see the research community as an influential partner, except for some respectable individuals whom they occasionally hire on project basis. There are
some positive examples of institutional cooperation in the policy-making process (e.g. within the framework of the National Convention on the EU), but there is an evident need and room for stepping up this cooperation, which would build the capacities that both sides currently do not possess.

Long-term donor support for think tank capacity-building and for their continuous focus on particular topics is currently negligible. Moreover, there is a mismatch between donor expectations and the time needed to make the desired change as a result of research, policy development and advocacy. Since donor priorities are often incompatible with the needs of society, think tanks have an ad hoc approach to certain topics which fail to produce a long-term impact on the achievement of desired societal changes.

Conclusions and recommendations

It is necessary to keep insisting on the reform of the public policy-making process regardless of the timeframe that would enable its implementation. A comprehensive regulation of the policy-making process is necessary indeed, but it is not feasible in short term or medium term as it calls for an improved and effective legal and institutional framework and well-developed capacities of all actors in the process. A predominant role of political power holders is a challenge when it comes to improving the policy-making process. In such circumstances, a limited impact of think tanks on the policy-making process could be enhanced by overcoming internal organisational challenges and taking a proactive approach towards some policy-making actors. It is less likely that changes will be initiated by other actors in the process, which is why such initiatives remain with think tanks. The most significant effect of think tanks’ proactive approach would be a well-established communication, based on trust among the actors in the policy-making process, which would automatically ensure the sustainability of this communication.

In their efforts to provide an enabling environment for increasing their impact on the quality of policy-making, think tanks should focus on the following points:

A. Changes in the internal environment (in short term) imply modifications of the internal organisation:

Think tanks need to define their strategic orientation. Identification of strategic goals of organisational development and thematic profiling are essential for successful combining of think tanks’ available resources with development of new ones. The expected effect of this will be a contribution to building credibility and independence of think tanks’ operation;

Think tanks need to develop an internal system of performance monitoring and evaluation and apply it in practice. Operationalisation of these internal systems, based upon fact gathering and analysis, will give them a clear picture of the influence achieved in the policy-making process. The monitoring and evaluation system could be developed as part of the organisational culture, without having to necessarily put in place new internal procedures. This would have a double effect: internally, it would allow for timely adjustments of operation and adequate organisational development; while, externally, it would provide a basis for communication and would contribute to building the think tank’s image and credibility in the eyes of external actors;

Think tanks need to build their own reputation and be identified as organisational entities. Advocacy and communication strategies should be an integral part of their strategic orientation. ‘Re-branding’, i.e. shifting the focus of communication from individual personalities to values, policy quality and long-term organisational
goals will secure think tanks’ good reputation among policy-making actors. An integral part of the re-branding exercise should be presentation of accomplishments to both policy-making actors and the public in a language that is easy to understand;

Think tanks must ensure transparency of their operation. This implies putting in place a practice of publication and regular updating of financial statements and information on current partnerships in a user-friendly and comprehensible manner. Method of operation and use of funds should be additionally clarified. Posting on the website annual statements of accounts and regular updating of information on donors, method of use and purpose of the funds, as well as information on current partnerships, will help increase think tanks’ credibility among policy-making actors (primarily decision-makers and donors).

B. Changes in the external environment (in medium-term) imply think tanks’ active attitude towards policy-making actors:

Political power holders (political parties) – think tanks need to develop a practice of cooperation and constructive criticism rather than confrontation with these actors. Such a practice would entail regular dissemination of information, bilateral meetings, training of membership on evidence-based policy-making, engagement in consultations prior to publication of research findings. Another mechanism would be to develop cooperation with MPs who boast many years of parliamentary experience because their influence within political parties can pave the way for mutual confidence-building. Cooperation with local decision-makers should also be taken into account because this is where untapped potential for think tank activities actually lies. Expected effects of the proposed practice will include better information and changed perception, and will pave the way for dialogue.

Decision-makers from the public administration – think tanks need to develop or maintain and further improve current relations with these actors, but shift the focus of communication from individual personalities to organisational values and long-term goals. Apart from formal channels, the mechanism of cooperation should include regular dissemination of information, bilateral meetings, communication of policy proposals in simple formats suitable for timely processing and use, as well as being readily available for assistance or partnership in defining policies. At the same time, stepping up what is called a ‘revolving door’ practice would give think tanks an insight into the way of thinking and operation of the public administration system. Such an approach would allow think tanks to reach those individuals who are ready to cooperate beyond partisan interests;

Interest groups – think tanks need to examine the needs of various interest groups. Potential identification of common interests will make room for cooperation and simultaneously increase think tanks’ advocacy potential. However, the main criteria for such cooperation should be acting in the public interest, while transparency of think tank operation must be ensured.

Research community – think tanks need to put in place institutionalised mechanisms of cooperation (e.g. memoranda of understanding, as a basis of development of joint activities, project-based partnerships, exchange of researchers, joint trainings, networking, etc.). The research community’s
underutilised knowledge and expertise, combined with think tanks’ policy drafting and advocacy skills, will guarantee greater credibility of their appearance before political power holders, decision-makers and donors alike.

Donors – think tanks need to insist on coordination in defining priorities for effective policy interventions. Investment in institutional development through research and advocacy capacity-building is currently more necessary or at least as necessary as project financing. Donors need to be flexible in terms of expected time for the change in policies to set in as a result of research and advocacy activities.

Illustration 1. Stages of the Policy Cycle

- Definition of priorities – agenda setting
- Problem recognition and analysis
- Policy design – preparation of policy proposals & formulation of policy alternatives
- Ex ante impact assessment, incl. weighing of policy options
- Choice of policy option
- Inter-ministerial consultation
- Continuous consultations

- Deciding on the proposed policy
- Preparation of legal drafts or other policy instruments, including continued regulatory impact assessment (RIA)
- Coordination at the centre of government
- Further consultations

- Policy implementation
- Policy monitoring
- Policy evaluation & re-launch of the policy cycle
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